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 || more notes on the cited: vhp, for the fvp. || 

 

[source, citation: cited: is ask …?] 

[2 sets; each set represents life] 

1st set 

F M L – the sequence 

what catches 

the attention  

most may be ordinarily  

difficult to seize; 

but in this referred to set; 

the last letter in 

the sequence grabs most possibly relative attention. Such as  

a relational cue; here knowing the relational cue from the brevity 

[of what?] how to share it; but concealed. I’m not sure but perhaps this is review as developing from 

traditional representation of traditional gender.  

  So perhaps now it’s time to jump to the next relevant cue in the lines of this set so diagram model  

 

Diagram 
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- Identifying sets 

-name-ing a relevancy sequence in identified sets 

- examining sequence per set for relevancy; outstanding cue: then aligning outstanding cue with 

relevant loop? filler in lines of set.  

  In this case of cultural history application; considering criminological time cues as actually in 

variation from referenced time  numbers and-or digits; notice any fittings into loop-hole grabs; 

perhaps as such 

 

Most Noticeable 

 

 
 

 

  through a tie of cultural historical mentioned cue verified only at the level that it has been 

mentioned repeatedly. Example description  of how-to identify the fit:  

       What is sometimes to oftentimes mentioned connected to tradition of traditional gender 

1st set  

F M L 
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So let’s call what goes into the loop-hole the usual x [as burgeoning for growth] So L has been able to  

catch 
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into loop-hole and now what the actual ideation belonging as L in meaning is furthered in explanation 

   Now a trajectory of 

the life is explained by the sequence’s content end especially latching to get.  

 

Now  

developing from traditional                                 

representation of traditional  

                                gender  

                                                  

 

     (system that is considered tradition + positive of traditional gender) 

 

 

 

 

One commonly brief and thorough examination  
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is; calling every person such a  

last item in sequence term if not the  

exact same term [as much as possible] and 

then a more fair chance may take place by the, this 

mutating system per individual in set representing life. 

rumored example …  every person in a class referred to as “officer” in a military training period; the 

hope that … exposed to this system with such reference mutates to completion + activity by being 

accessed through such content term: “officer” i.e. mutating also hopes to have the prognostic of access 

through time + non-time. In hope.  

    Another important fact to consider; is that this source demonstrates an intellectual adept brazenness; 

which is an attempt to qualify a life stream however than through knowledge of mutation accessing it 

from the present at different points of for example: time, non-time; (what else …) trauma significants? … 

and such on.  

  And so hypothetically; if we wanted to start to access trauma significants through the same sequence 

and mutative action; we would examine the correspondence  

F M L 

and perhaps  

the middle in this sequence  

connected to something such as  

cultural trauma; such as: crucifixion  

so then we look for a similar 

type of hook: 
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has found the end point  

as stated of the life stream. So we have 

something such 

as crucifixion  of Jesus                                           

                                                      (point where someone else can no longer continue on, conventionally)  

 

[and then what; what next …] 


